
Haydon Corporation Calls on AMS for
Technical Solutions to Manufacturing
Concerns

The Issue:

When Haydon Corporation, one of the premier roll form manufacturing facilities on the
east coast, saw the need to convert their design process from traditional 2D plans to 3D
solid modeling, they decided right away that Autodesk Inventor was the right product for
them. With decades of experience in the manufacturing design industry, they thought
learning the new software was something they could do on their own. “As an engineer,
you’re trained to figure out problems on your own,” says Pat Mullen, Engineering Manager
at Haydon, “we figured we could learn Inventor by ourselves: it was a hopeless disaster!”
Once they realized their mistake, Haydon went looking for a design consultant whose work
ethic would match their own. With over fifty years spent building a reputation as the quali-
ty leader in their industry, Haydon wasn’t willing to settle for less than the best when tran-
sitioning their design process to 3D. They reached out to AMS CAD + CAFM Solutions to
help them train their design staff on best practices for using Autodesk Inventor and to
help them build the parts library and components they would need to become productive.

Getting Inventor setup and implemented was only half the battle for Haydon though. They
also needed an effective way to manage their parts and assemblies. As a leading manu-
facturer of strut channel metal framing systems, as well as producing their own best-selling line of hydronic baseboard heating systems, Haydon need-
ed to manage an extensive library of parts. They turned once again to AMS CAD + CAFM Solutions to help them develop an Engineering Document
Management (EDM) system, in the form of Autodesk Vault, which could keep them organized and productive, without an extensive learning curve and
downtime.

The Solution:

With Haydon Corporation being entirely new to both Inventor and Vault, AMS knew that training the client’s staff
was going to be the key to the entire implementation process. AMS began extended conversations with Haydon
design staff to make sure they had full understanding of their internal processes and needs, then put together a
customized, week long, Inventor seminar for them that focused on the tools they
would need to be productive in the new system. AMS was able to help Haydon Corpo-
ration develop basic Inventor skills they would need and to show them the benefits of
using new tools, like “Copy Design” to quickly create similar parts. In their older, two-
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“AMS is very customer
focused . . . there’s no one

better on the technical side of
things.” - Pat Mullen



dimensional process, that meant essentially re-drafting the new part from scratch, a time consuming and
inefficient process that Pat Mullen was glad to see the end of: “It took us a few weeks to get used to work-
ing in 3D,” says Mullen, “but once we got there we never looked back. Inventor is the best thing since
sliced bread!”

For the document management system, AMS brought their Vault JumpStart Implementation Program to
the table. This two-day installation and setup program for Vault Basic allows clients to quickly move exist-
ing projects into a small, easy to use, EDM environment where they can become comfortable with the basic

controls of Vault in just a few
hours. “While Vault Basic
doesn’t have the extensive
functionality of the product
line’s Professional version, it’s
a perfect place for beginner’s to start without the fear of a big learning
curve,” says Rocco Parisi, Manufacturing Sales Manager at AMS. Once Hay-
don was comfortable using Inventor, AMS put their Vault libraries into place
and began training them on use of their new EDM system. The initial Vault
training was a single day class, with on-site follow ups over the next month
to ensure Haydon staff was comfortable with the new system. Since a lot of
the work Haydon does is entirely internal for their own manufacturing pro-
cesses, AMS was able to develop a simplified project structure for them.
They work in a single folder within the Vault, organizing their information by
part instead of by project. That slight deviation from a standard install made
Vault much easier for their staff to work with.

The Outcome:

Using highly skilled technical staff and taking the time to discover the cli-
ent’s needs fully before trying to implement these two new systems made
this project a success, not just for AMS, but much more importantly: for

Haydon Corporation. With a single week of hands-on training and a simplified approach to developing an EDM system that fit the client’s exact needs,
AMS removed much of the potential frustration that could have accompanied a project of this technical scope. That level of support is much appreciated
by Pat Mullen: “AMS is very customer focused . . . there’s no one better on the technical side of things.”

The implementation of both the Inventor and Vault systems for Haydon are fully complete and working well. Haydon Corporation works regularly with
AMS CAD + CAFM Solutions to keep their staff up to date on the latest versions of both packages and to develop custom solutions for all their Autodesk
software needs.

Taking the time to
discover Haydon’s
needs before
implementation
made this project a
success.

With over 30 years of technical and in-field experience, AMS CAD +CAFM Solutions supplies design professionals with exceptional
CAD products and services by providing only the highest quality CAD support to our customers. We are premier providers of Engi-
neering Productivity and Automation Tools, AEC, Manufacturing, Mechanical Design and Document Management solutions. We are
also paving the way for Internet design by creating innovative, compelling web-driven solutions for the CAD world.


